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Sir Karl Popper 
Conjectures and Refutations,1952, p.67

Disciplines are distinguished partly for historical   
reasons and reasons of administrative 
convenience (such as the organization of 
teaching and appointments) and partly because 
the theories which we construct to solve our 
problems have a tendency to grow into unified 
systems. But all this classification and distinction 
is a comparatively unimportant and superficial 
affair. We are not students of the same 
subject matter but students of problems. And 
problems may cut right across the border of 
any subject matter or discipline.



Interdisciplinary Research

A mode of research by teams or individuals that 
integrates information, data, techniques, tools, 
perspectives, concepts and/or theories from 
two or more disciplines or bodies of specialized 
knowledge to advance fundamental 
understanding or to solve problems whose 
solutions are beyond the scope of a single 
discipline or field of research practice.

Facilitating Interdisciplinary Research, NRC (2005), 26
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Varieties of Interdisciplinarity
Variety 1: Theoretical Physicist: Julian Schwinger

Worked productively in a trading zone: MIT Rad Lab
Created radar & novel “engineering approach” led to 
QED when returned to physics
Multidisciplinary interaction

Variety 2: BME Undergrads,PhD students and 
Postdocs

Amy the biomedical engineer
Hybrid ways of thinking and acting in conducting 
research in adaptive space
Emergent interdiscipline

Variety 3: ISB PhD students and Postdocs
Gerald the modeler
Trans-discipline emergent enterprises/problems arise in 
adaptive space of repeated mutual “interrogation” with 
biologists 
Transdisciplinary interpenetration



Variety 1: Trading Zone of MIT Rad Lab
Complex Problems

designing and building radar
determining the inputs and outputs of radiation to and 
from wave guide junctions

Trading Zone
physicists 
electrical engineers

Boundary Objects
wave guides 
equivalent circuits



Wave Guide





“Engineering Approach” Physics

“The waveguide interpretations showed the 
utility of organizing a theory to isolate those 
inner structural aspects that are not probed 
under the given experimental 
circumstances…And it is this viewpoint that 
[led me] to the QED concept of self- 
consistent subtraction or renormalization”
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Variety 2: 
Adaptive Space of a Tissue Engineering Lab

Complex Problems 
How mechanical forces affect cardiovascular system?
How to “engineer” living vascular substitutes?

Adaptive Space
Hybrid Bio-Medical-Engineer Researchers
Hybrid Artifacts

“..when everything comes together I would call it a 
model system [….] I think you would be very safe to 
use that as the integrated nature, the biological 
aspect coming together with an engineering aspect, so 
it’s a multifaceted modeling system – I think that’s 
very good terminology to describe that.”



New hybrid conceptual models:
‘arterial shear’: frictional force of blood 
flow parallel to the plane through the lumen
Investigated and articulated through hybrid 
physical models
flow loop – cell model-system
flow loop – construct model-system
New hybrid methods
engineering of living tissue

Emergent Interdiscipline



Construct and flow loop model-system

Construct: in 
vitro tissue 
engineered blood 
vessel wall model

Flow loop: in 
vitro flow channel 
model



Adaptive Problem Space: Tissue Engineering Lab
CELLS MECHANICS
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Variety 3: Adaptive Space of an Integrative 
Biological Systems Modeling Lab

Complex Problems
How to develop a non-reductionist understanding of how 
multi-level biological systems function? 

Adaptive Problem Space: Systems Modeling
Engineers
Applied math/CS
Biologists

“[systems modeling] allows us to merge diverse data 
and contextual pieces of information into quantitative  
conceptual structures; analyze these structures with 
the rigor… of mathematics; yield novel insight into 
biological systems; suggest new means of 
manipulation and optimization…”



Adaptive Problem Space: ISB Modeling LabAdaptive Problem Space: ISB Modeling Lab

Model

Understanding
Extrapolation
Manipulation
Optimization

Model 
Structure

Literature, KEGG, de novo Experiments

“Local” Data
Literature, Brenda,

de novo Experiments
(Enzyme Kinetics)

Local Processes 

“Global” Data
Internet, 

de novo Experiments
(Microarrays, 
Proteomics,

Mass Spec, NMR, 
Time Series)

Diagnostics, Testing
Validation 

“inverse
problem”



Many metabolites

Many reactions

Many stimuli and agents 
regulate several enzymes 
of lipid metabolism 

Many parameters

Sphingolipid 
Pathway

Emergent Boundary Object



Transdiscipline Researcher Profile: Gerald 

Biology
Mathematics
Computation

Engineering
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computer 
science

Reductionist
research agenda

engineering

Modeling

Systems ways of thinking

TRANSDISCIPLINE



Notions of Interdisciplinary Interaction

Trading Zones     Exchange/exploitation

Adaptive Spaces Emergence

Boundary Objects Entities



Research Contributors to Laboratory Studies Projects

Co-PI: Wendy Newstetter 

Post Docs: Elke Kurz-Milcke, Lisa Osbeck, Kareen Malone, Yanlong 
Sun, Barbara Fasse, Sanjay Chandrasekharan

Grad Students: Jim Davies, Etienne Peleprat, Idris His, Chris Patton, 
Ellie Harmon, Arvind Venkataramani, Vrishali Subramanian

Undergrad Students: Matt Labbe, Victoria Smith, Dillon Mahmoudi, 
Kristen Baker, Jennifer Schultz, Christopher Stuckey, Enrique Santos, 
Joshua Aurigemma, Chun Yong



Extra slides for discussion



Trading Zones and Boundary Objects
[D]ifferent traditions of theorizing, experimenting, instrument making, 

and engineering meet - even transform one another - but for all that 
they do not lose their separate identities and practices …. Two groups 
can agree on the rules of exchange even if they ascribe utterly 
different significance to the objects being exchanged; they may even 
disagree on the meaning of the exchange process itself. Nonetheless, 
the trading practices can hammer out a local coordination, despite 
vast global differences. (Galison 1997, p. 782-3)

[T]hose scientific objects ...[that] both inhabit several intersecting 
social worlds ...and satisfy the informational needs of each of them.  
Boundary objects are both plastic enough to adapt to local needs and 
the constraints of the several parties employing them, yet robust 
enough to maintain a common identity across sites. They are weakly 
structured in common use, and become strongly structured in 
individual use. These objects may be abstract or concrete. They have 
different meanings in different social worlds but their structure is 
common enough to more than one world to make them recognizable 
as a means of translation (Star & Griesemer 1989, p. 391)



Adaptive Spaces

Adaptation of complex systems is a process of 
continually revising and reconfiguring the 
components from which they are built, as they 
gain experience. Research in adaptive spaces 
is driven by complex interdisciplinary problems, 
and these require that the individuals 
themselves achieve a measure of 
interdisciplinary synthesis in methods, 
concepts, models, materials - in how they think 
and how they act. Adaptive spaces are 
distributed in space and time. They are 
dynamic and diachronic and span mental and 
material worlds.



1900’s
present

METABOLIC
PATHWAYS
RESEARCH

Biochemists
intracellular processes

SIGNAL 
TRANSDUCTION 
PATHWAYS

“breaching the walls”
Cell & Molecular biologists
Information transfer 
needed for protein 

 
activation; on/off;
Inter/intracellular

1970’s

Processes Signaling and Amplification Networks

INTEGRATIVE
SYSTEMS
BIOLOGY

Multiple/multi‐scale
Pathways together
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